The Swedish
Experience
Managing State
Assets

Obstacles to unlocking value in public ownership
Lack of transparency
• Absence of balance sheet & inability to manage
commercial risk
• Lack of accountability & inefficient capital allocation

Undue political interference
• Conflicting financial perspective with shortterm budget vs. long-term investments needs
• Mixed objectives preventing aligned interests

Fragmented ownership
• Vested interests protecting status quo &
preventing consolidated management

Source: The Public Wealth of Nations (2015)

Resulting in poor
management of
public assets

Governance is key
…to consolidated
Holding Company

Lack of transparency
and accountability

Balance sheet and IFRS
accounting

Undue political
interference

Arms-length distance
from short-term politics

Fragmented ownership
and unclear objectives

Comprehensive
business plan with
Clear objectives
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If managed
professionally,
public assets
generate profits
that can be used
for public
investments

From opaque and
fragmented…

Holding Company rapidly yield substantial value

Better governance
Transparency:
International standard accounting and
transparency, as-if listed assets
Political insulation:
Arms-length distance from short-term
political influence
Clear objectives:
Allowing for professional management
of assets to maximize value
Source: The Public Wealth of Nations (2015)

Financial impact
Portfolio maximization:
Putting each asset to its most
product use
Development tool:
Proceeds from investments can be
reinvested in the fund

Societal benefits
Funding tool:
Proceeds from investments can be
relocated to fund other public sector
projects depending on needs – e.g.
health care, education, infrastructure,
etc.

Focus on core business
Key factor for a successful transformation

Non-core assets;
- distract
management
- capital intensive

• Fragmentation generates low returns and impede capitalization

Two-ways
of streamlining

• Individual divestitures
• De-merge into internal Asset Management Company (AMC)

Benefits of
clear separation

• Specializing on developing the core business
• Minimizing risk
• Non-core management with culture of expedience

Understanding the prize
‘The hidden
elephant in the room’
The country's largest business owner
• Representing a quarter of the business sector
• Almost 3x the size of Investor (Wallenberg-holding)
• Some of largest companies by value and turnover
• The largest employer in the country

Consolidation created strong
political dynamics
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All business models disrupted by
• Globalization
• Market liberalization
• Technology (internet, mobile
telephony etc.)
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Paving the way for transformation
Consolidating governance of all assets

Introducing equity culture
Transparency of the portfolio as a whole and for each holding
•

‘As if listed portfolio’

Value maximization as the single objective
•
Outsourcing all policy objectives and
'universal service obligations'
Commercial capital structure including
•

Commercial dividend policy

•

Incentive systems for all employees

Professionalizing boards and delegate responsibility,
recruiting new

Total of 63 companies, of which
the six largest represented more than 80 per cent of the value

•

Non-Executive Directors — 85 per cent

•

CEOs — 75 per cent

•

CFOs — 50 per cent

SJ - Swedish State Railways
- from conglomerate to focused corporate businesses in competitive market
Background
Context:
• Swedish railway monopoly
Initial challenge:
• Conglomerate businesses, including restaurants, casinos, hotels,
ferries, buses etc.
• Sweden was first in Europe to deregulate the railway market
• Adapt to a competitive market with increased competition Required
to divest support services to neutral third-party

Actions taken
• Demerger into three separate wholly-owned companies, including;
– Passengers (SJ),
– Cargo (Green Cargo)
– Non-core operations (Swedcarrier)
• Allowing passenger and cargo services to remain focused on its
core activity and prepare to face competition
• Swedcarrier—to develop and divest all non-core activities and
eventually focus on the real estate (Jernhusen)
• Jernhusen, developed it into a focused real estate company
Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, Annual Reports

Results
• The transformation prepared for a deregulated
railway market
• Jernhusen focus to the benefit of both owner and
society as a whole
• Support companies were better developed under
neutral third-party ownership
• EBIT more than doubled; from SEK 10 to 21m for the
group between 1998–2001

AssiDomän—Forestry/Paper and Pulp Producer
- became one of the best performing stocks, in less than 3 years
Background
Context:
• One of the largest listed forestry companies in Europe, active across
Europe
• Controlled 14% of the Swedish forests
Initial challenge:
• Underperforming stock lost the confidence of investors
• Consecutive years of annual losses, lack of strategic focus, and
insufficient market share in several segments
• Dual focus on both forestry holdings and paper production had negative
impact on capital structure and performance

Actions taken
•
•
•
•

New board of directors and new CEO appointed (1999)
Demerging operations into—forestry and industrial operations
Industrial operations, restructured and non-core assets divested
Core merged with a private sector competitor to create Billerud,
subsequently listed separately on the stock market
• The forestry assets were acquired by the Swedish government in a
public auction process

Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, Sveaskog Annual Reports

Results
• Became one of the best performing shares on the
stock market in 2001
• Government remains the largest owner of Swedish
forests with over 3 million hectares of timberland
• Government's internal rate of return on investment
in AssiDomän was over 15%

Telia - the innovative Nordic telecom operator
- restructuring, IPO, and the first cross-border merger in Europe
Background
Context:
• Incumbent telecom operator cooperating closely with equipment
manufacturer Ericsson creating European standard for mobile
telephony
Initial challenge:
• Unwieldy company structure and unsustainable cost structure in a
rapidly changing market and with increasing competition
• Economies of scale within the fast growing mobile business was seen
as key

Actions taken
• After a failed merger with Telenor of Norway
• Telia de-merged its non-core business into separate AMC-Telefos
acquired by private equity interest led by Industrikapital
• IPO gave Telia a fair market value for merger valuation; nearly 10%
of Sweden populace bought Telia shares raising SEK 77bn, still the
largest IPO to date in Sweden
• Two years later merger with Finnish Sonera, the first cross-border
merger of two telecom incumbents; Telia sold its cable TV business
(now Com Hem)
Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, Financial Times, Wall Street Journal, Telia and Sonera Annual Reports

Results
• IPO was a financial success for
government and taxpayers, coming at height of
tech bubble
• IPO and divestiture yielded lean organization, able
to focus on core assets & improve operational
efficiency
• Telia outperformed Euro STOXX Telecom Index by
12% through end of 2001

Posten - the post and mail
- the unprecedented metamorphosis of a utility in record time
Background
Context:
• Traditional postal service provider
• Integrated vertically, as well as horizontally to include a payment
clearing system, logistic services
Initial challenge:
• Sweden was one of the first to open to competition in 1993
• Email and internet caused volumes to drop significantly
• Costly attempts to move into B2B logistic
• Extensive retail network burden on operations
• Technology shift made payment system questioned
• Urgent call for capital injection

Actions taken
• New board appointed as well as new management
• Divested non-core assets, including payment service and a large
portfolio of real estate to prop up balance sheet and employee
pension fund
• Replaced its retail outlets with franchised "service points" in
supermarkets, grocery stores, gas stations

Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, PostNord Annual Reports

Results
• Concentrated on core activity of delivering mail
and parcels
• Returned to profit and a healthy balance sheet
• Merged with Post Danmark (Danish Post) to form
PostNord in 2009 owned 60/40% by the Swedish
and Danish Governments

Vattenfall—integrated electricity provider
- from local behemoth to European also-ran
Background
Context:
• Integrated electricity provider with dominant market position
• Progressive deregulation between 1996–99
• Balance sheet with excessive equity
• Irrational and incoherent international expansion
Initial challenge:
• Commercialize capital structure and dividend policy
• Dismantle international portfolio
• Prepare for increased competition in Sweden

Actions taken
• New board and management was appointed
• Immediate divestitures of non-core assets including,
Latin America and Southeast Asia
• International focus strictly around the Baltic Sea

Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, Vattenfall Annual Reports

Results
• Expanded to become one of the larger European
power utilities
• However, some acquisitions required to take on
lignite coal mines and assets away from core
which gave rise to an intense political debate

Celsius - defense conglomerate supporting neutrality
- post-cold war disarmament required industry consolidation
Background
Context:
• Listed defense conglomerate
• Created as a guarantee for domestic supply of defense materials
• Restrictive defense export policy limiting market potential
• Defense spending reduced substantially since the fall of the Soviet
Union
Initial challenge:
• Increased domestic concentration across Europe
• SAAB, the natural Swedish partner placed strict conditions for a
potential merger, including considerable divestitures

Actions taken
• Bofors Weapon Systems (heavy weapons and missiles) sold to the
US competitor United Defence (owned by Carlyle)
• Kockums (leading conventional submarine manufacturer) sold to
German HDW
• SAAB Group subsequently acquired Celsius in a public bid

Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, Celsius and SAAB Annual Reports

Results
• Shareholder return for stock ultimately positive
• Strategic assets kept in line with national defense
policies at that time
• Changing political climate made the government
force SAAB to acquire Kockums in 2014 creating a
comprehensive domestic supplier of both land, sea
and air capabilities

SAS – the tri-part legacy airline
- Overdue three-way merger resolving a complex public listing
Background
Context:
• Flag carrier of the three Scandinavian countries, Sweden, Norway
and Denmark
• Set up as a partnership between three separate airlines, with three
separate companies and listings in each respective country
Initial challenge:
• Pressure from low-cost carriers to cut costs and shed non-core assets
• Partnership created a triple layer of complexities and costs
• Arbitrage between three separate listings/shares increased cost of
capital, as well as access to capital

Actions taken
• Three-way merger, to reduce complexity, operational cost and
cost of capital
• One single share with main listing in Stockholm and hub in
Copenhagen

Sources: The Public Wealth of Nations, SAS annual report

Results
• Positive impact on share price
• Significant improvements in operational efficiency
• Paved the way to enable several future capital
injections that proved to be needed to remain afloat
• Governments of Denmark, Norway and Sweden
currently owns 42% of outstanding shares

Jernhusen – the railway real estate
- developer that drives city developments and connectedness

• Company wholly owned by the state
• Formed in 2001 through a separation from the railway
operations
• $2 billion real estate property portfolio incl.:
– railway stations
– land
– freight terminals
– office buildings

Actions taken
• USD 1.5 bn investments in transport infrastructure since
start
• 400 jobs created near stations 2016
• Increase daily visitors at its stations with 500k
• More than 2k homes fully or partially developed

Results
Return on Equity (%)
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Background

Akademiska Hus
- property company for education and research facilities

• Holding properties of SEK ~80Bn all over Sweden
• Corporation wholly-owned by the state
• Founded with the purpose to own and manage tertiary
education facilities
• Currently ~60% market share
• Has a planned project portfolio of 17Bn

Results

Actions
•
•
•
•

Reducing energy by 50% before 2025
Funded 12 newly built academic facilities
Value increase of SEK 20Bn since 2012
Annual dividends of 40-60% of profit

Source: Company website, annual reports & financial data
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Background

Vasakronan
-the former agency that became one of Sweden's leading real estate companies
Background
• Corporation established in 1993 after the
decommissioning of the Swedish State Property
Agency
• Manages property redevelopment and expansion
projects
• Owns and manages 178 properties with a total area of
approx. 2.4 mio m2, valued at $15 billion

Actions
• Vaskronan has created thousands of new homes,
including, seven thousand new homes being built in
Northern Kymlinge
• Some 500 workplaces developed Science Park in
Uppsala
• Increase of 2.4x floor space in central Stockholm

Source: Company website, annual reports & financial data

Results
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Active ownership transformed the economy
Outperformed the capital markets

Boosted economic growth

Success with early deregulation
• led to significant fall in prices in these sectors from the
late 1990s into the early 2000s

500
Value of portfolio (SEKbn)

Largest privatization effort ever in Sweden
• Combined divestments worth more than SEK 150 billion
• Almost 4x any dedicated privatization effort
• Despite not having privatization as a key objective
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Source: Public Wealth of Nations (2015), Swedish government publications.
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Metamorphosis of the public portfolio
• Boosted growth in the economy
• Improved returns from public corporations
• Intensified market competition
• Increased productivity and promoted disinflation

Public Wealth
Public Good
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Professional management
of government assets to
the benefit of society
as a whole

